HEAL SUMMIT 2019

December 4-5, 2019 at Double Tree Hotel Stapleton - 4040 Quebec St, Denver, CO 80216

- Wednesday 9:30 am to 4:30 pm, followed by networking reception
- Thursday 8:00 am to 3:30 pm (times subject to change)

SUMMIT 2019
LiveWell Colorado’s HEAL Summit is the premier annual convening that brings together Healthy Eating and Active Living (HEAL) leaders from throughout the state of Colorado and beyond. The purpose of the Summit is to share expertise, provide learning, and practical experience for those focused on improving access to healthy living in Colorado through policy and systems change. A wide range of participants, including leaders from municipalities, public health, non-profits, the private sector, and the philanthropic community gather to share expertise, challenges and exciting new developments regarding HEAL.

Sponsor Opportunities – Benefits & Recognition

Elite Sponsor – $2,500
- Company name/logo on signage throughout the Summit
- Company name/logo on custom giveaway to all attendees (giveaway TBD)
- Premier name/logo placement in:
  - Summit promotional materials, including invitation, event signage and agenda
  - Electronic recognition, including email invitations, social media and e-newsletter
- Recognized during general session
- Table in exhibitor hall for duration of the Summit
- 4 complimentary admissions to the Summit

Fit Sponsor / Lunch Sponsor - $1,000
- Company name/logo on Summit promotional materials, including invitation and agenda
- Recognized during general session or during lunch
- Table in exhibitor hall for duration of the Summit
- 2 complimentary admissions to the Summit

Networking Reception Sponsor - $1,000
- Recognition as the presenting sponsor of the Networking Reception
- Company name/logo on reception promotional materials
- Table in exhibitor hall for duration of the Summit
- 2 complimentary admission to the Summit

Active Exhibitor - $500
- Table in exhibitor hall for duration of the Summit
- 2 complimentary admission to the Summit

LiveWell Colorado increases access to healthy eating and active living by removing barriers that inequitably and disproportionately affect low-income communities and people of color. The HEAL Cities & Towns Campaign engages municipal officials to become champions of healthy eating and active living (HEAL) in their communities. The Campaign provides member municipalities with training and technical assistance to adopt policies that help make the healthy choice the easy choice.

To learn more about the Campaign go to www.livewellcolorado.org/HEALcampaign or contact Amber Brooks at amberbrooks@livewellcolorado.org